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Abstract In this paper we discuss tools for behavioural analysis of visitors to a website,
focusing on classical and new web mining procedures. A short reference to very popular
web-analytic tools is followed by the presentation of some more sophisticated models,
based on raw data, used to predict cluster sequences of pages and time on site. All models
are applied to analysing the behaviour of visitors to the website of a business consulting
company.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of the World Wide Web in the last few years, and its success as a tool

for research, business and everyday life, makes it the largest publicly accessible

data source ever. This huge source of data is a very challenging field for statisti-

cians and data analysts, who are required to extract knowledge from all available

data.

The World Wide Web is particularly fascinating, thanks to its many unique

characteristics (see, for example, Liu, 2007). On the Web: (a) anyone can find an

enormous and fast-growing amount of data and information, and coverage is very

wide; (b) data are available in any format or type (structured tables, unstructured

texts, multimedia files, etc.); (c) the information is quite heterogeneous; (d) a large

amount of information is linked; (e) the information is very noisy. In view of the

large amount of data available, for a given purpose only part of that information is

useful, all the rest may be considered noise. In addition, however, a large amount

of information on the Web is of low quality, erroneous and misleading; (f) many

commercial and free services are available (purchases, payment of bills, filling

in of forms, etc.); (g) data change dynamically. The information may change by

itself, and monitoring such changes may be very useful; (h) individuals can be

traced and followed in whatever they do.

All these characteristics give data analysts a very fruitful framework where

they can find opportunities and challenges in discovering useful knowledge from
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the Web. In this context the applications of data analysis and data mining tech-

niques to discover Web patterns are often called web mining, and are generally

divided into three main families, according to the primary type of data used: (i)

Web usage mining, to discover user access patterns from information about users’

visits and their “clicks” (often called click-stream data); (ii) Web content min-

ing, to extract useful knowledge from Web page contents (texts, images, audio or

video data); and (iii) Web structure mining, to discover useful knowledge from

hyperlinks and document structure.

In the following, we consider how statistical modelling can be used in web

usage mining in order to reach specific targets. In particular, a short survey of

methods currently used in analysing raw data collected during customer visits

to websites is presented. We also show how to tackle three specific applicative

problems using particular statistical tools. After the classical use of association

rules for sequence analysis, we introduce skew-normal modelling to describe time

on site and show a simple use of the Bayesian non-parametric approach to cluster

sequences of times.

There are at least two alternatives in recording data on web usage: a) web

log files, which are organised text files recorded on each web server, and which

collect all important information on each session and visit to a page, and b) data

recorded by a Java script embedded in each web page, which sends all important

information about a site to an external repository, where it is recorded. The ad-

vantages and disadvantages of both alternatives have been extensively discussed,

and both solutions are useful for specific goals.

As a motivating example, we consider the website of a consulting company,

and analyse data on the web usage of the different pages of the site in order to

better understand customers and visitors, and what marketing purposes they have

in mind. The structure of web usage analysis is plotted in Figure 1.

2. “WEB ANALYTICS”

Most of the knowledge which companies need from web usage is obtained from

simple aggregate descriptive statistics. The most widespread web mining tools

are various types of software which calculate averages or count on visit occur-

rences, and report them in tables and plots (examples are Google Analytics or

Net-ratings). These services offer pre-processed data and some descriptive analy-

ses such as sophisticated graphics and tables about page views or page impressions
(the number of requests to download a single page from an Internet site), unique
visitors (number of units of traffic to a website, counting each visitor only once in
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Figure 1: Web usage mining
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customers by configuring every single page to be shown to each visitor differently.

Profiling visitors by exploiting their visit pattern is a simple way of understanding

differences in interests among customers. Web usage datasets are often massive,

and their analysis requires not only statistical efficiency and good inferential prop-

erties, but also computational practicability.

We refer to Srivastava et al. (2000) for a survey of various practical appli-

cations of web usage mining. They include personalisation of websites aimed at

marketing actions such as up-sell and cross-sell in e-commerce, systems improve-

ments, to enhance the performance and quality of a site, site modifications to im-

prove the attractiveness of a website in content or structure, business intelligence

to use information on how visitors are using a website, and usage characterisation

to analyse web structure.

Many different statistical tools are employed to tackle these kinds of prob-

lems by analysing data consisting of ordered sequences of pages requested by a

user. A simple taxonomy of these methods was presented, for example, by Srivas-

tava et al. (2000), and includes descriptive statistical analysis (briefly presented

in Section 2), association rules among sets of pages visited together in a session

(see Section 3.1), clustering of web pages or of visitors (a particular example is

presented in Section 3.3), classification of users belonging to a particular class or

category, sequential patterns of visits, and many other dependency modelling fea-

tures. Examples of these techniques applied in the web context may be found in

Azzalini and Scarpa (2012, chapters 5 and 6).

In the following, we present some typical problems of interest for decision-

makers analysing web usage raw data. The dataset in question contains data about

visits to the website of a business consulting company with 26157 anonymous

visitors. Table 1 shows the variables recorded from the log files. The visited

pages in a fixed time interval are available for each user. Visitors are identified

by a number and no personal information is given. The website ha 231 pages and

the total number of page views on the entire site is 47387, so that every page was

visited 205 times on average and each visitor hit 1.81 pages on average. Some

of the pages have similar contents and were aggregated into 9 categories (home,

contacts, events, fun, map, about us, publications, services, sectors). The day and

hour of the visit and its duration for every single page are also recorded in the

dataset.
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3.1. SEQUENCE RULES AND CLUSTERING BEHAVIOR

A typical goal in analysing web usage is to study the associations of visits to

different pages. We must understand the most likely navigation paths in a website,

if we want to predict which pages a visitor will visit, including the starting page

or the path of already visited pages. For e-commerce websites, this is useful to

identify the specific characteristics of customers reaching the selling pages or,

for a consulting company site, to profile customers interested in contacting the

company. Website designers are also often interested in finding the page(s) at

which visitors exit (or, symmetrically, the ones at which they enter). The choice

of topics for advertising and links in each page is defined by analysing associations

of visits.

Much literature has been produced to face this problem, starting with Agrawal

et al. (1993). The best-known algorithm is the apriori algorithm (Agrawal and

Srikant, 1994), based on two association measures: support, or the percentage of

connections between two pages, and confidence, or the percentage of connections

between two pages with respect to all visits to the first page. The goal is to find

a subset of association rules with higher observed frequency. In the following,

A and B are two different pages of a website (or two different groups of pages),

and NA∪B the absolute frequency which A and B occur together, and N is the total

number of visits. In machine learning literature, A → B means that, if A occurs,

then B also occurs, and the concepts of support, confidence and lift (the ratio

between confidence and the support of the consequent event) are introduced (see,

for example, Azzalini and Scarpa, 2012, chapter 6). In order to apply the apriori
algorithm, we need to fix thresholds for these quantities, and we choose 0.01 for

support and 0.80 for confidence, obtaining the association rules listed in Table 2.

Table 1: Available variables

Name Description

ID single event (page visited) identification number
sessionID session identification number
screen screen resolution used by customer (when available)
url address of visited page
date day, month and year of event
hour hour of event
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Preceding Follower Support Confidence Lift

/company/working-methodology → /company 0.010 0.953 35.530

/company/collab → /company/leaders 0.011 0.841 47.640

/company/collab → /company 0.012 0.899 33.016

/company/leaders → /company 0.016 0.903 33.161

{/company/collab, /company/leaders} → /company 0.011 0.962 35.343

{/company, /company/collab} → /company/leaders 0.011 0.900 50.997

{/company/people, /company/leaders} → /company 0.011 0.930 34.149

These choices are based on the fact that we are looking for rules identifying pages

which probably follow other pages (the high requirement for confidence) from a

larger number of pairs of pages visited by the same visitor (the lower threshold

for support).

Figure 2 shows these connections. Clearly all the rules refer to pages of the

"company" section. Rules with a single page precedent are plotted with a broken

line and the follower is connected with an arrow. Rules in which the precedent

is a group of two pages are plotted with a solid line and the preceding group is

identified by a segment from which the arrow to the follower starts. Such a graph

clearly shows that one of the company’s goals of the site has been achieved, since

visitors arriving from other pages (perhaps attracted by the leader’s personal web

pages or methodological description of the company’s work) move directly to the

company’s home page, giving a kind of advertising to the group. The same results

also show that visitors are not going to the contact page, which would be the direct

starting point for consulting. This result probably leads to a modification of the

link system for the contact page.

A similar analysis was performed by eliminating single-page visits and ag-

gregating pages in areas. In this case, a smaller number of elementary groups is

identified, although pairs of groups are visited by more customers. Thus, different

thresholds must be selected. Fixing the minimum support at 0.02, confidence at

0.9 and lift at 10, we obtain the association rules shown in Figure 3.

These show that the “Company” and “Business units” areas are characterised

by greater connections, since the probability that one page in one of these areas

will follow a pair of pages in the same area is about 90%. In addition to the

association inside these areas, the rules between “Company”, “Business units”

Table 2: Association rules for the consultant company web site
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Figure 2: Association rules for the website considering single pages.

and “Services” are particularly strong, since even if they have a support of about

2%, confidence is higher than 90%. This analysis shows that the website is also

used by customers as a repository for information related to business analysis.

Following from this, the company’s marketing managers may try to find ways

to take advantage of this acknowledgement of authority as an expert in business

analysis.

A more specific analysis of associations between pages is often performed by

studying sequences of visited pages. Visit or navigation patterns can be studied

by longitudinal analysis of categorical variables and analysed, for instance, by se-

quence analysis, a method developed in bioinformatics, which helps to describe

and visualize sequences of discrete sequential data (in web mining sequences of

visited pages). More probabilistic approaches have been proposed: in particular,

Markov models have been widely used to predict the user’s next action based on

that user’s previous surfing behavior (e.g., Di Scala and La Rocca, 2002) or to dis-

cover high-probability user navigational trials in a website. Recursive graph mod-

els and Bayesian networks have also been widely used (e.g., Heckerman, 1997).

Figure 2: Association rules for the web site considering single pages
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Figure 3: Association rules for website, with pages aggregated in areas.

3.2. ANALYSIS OF TIME ON SITE

Analysis of time on site is one way of measuring visit quality. If visitors spend a

long time visiting one site or one page, they may interact extensively with it. The

company which provided our example data was looking for measures of the more

interesting areas of the site, by segmenting customers by origin.

The distribution of time on site is very skewed, as the first panel of Figure 4

shows. Even the logarithms of time on site have marginal distribution skew.

In order to consider the skew characteristic of this distribution, we analyse

these data by fitting an ANOVA model to the data of the consultant company by

choosing skew-normal distribution (Azzalini, 2005) for the logarithm of time on

site of the pages. Covariates are the area to which the page belongs and the inter-

national region where the page call originated (Europe, North America, Central

and South America, other countries).

Table 3 shows the maximum likelihood estimate obtained for this model and

Figure 5 the distribution of its residuals. Areas where visitors spend more time

are theose which describe the production of the company in detail, such as pub-

lications, events, home pages and business units. People connecting from South

America or Asia and Africa spend much more time on site than Europeans and

North Americans. Hierarchical analysis was also performed,with the single user

as a random effect.

Figure 3: Association rules for the web site considering pages aggregated in areas
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Figure 4: Distribution of the time on site, original observations and logarithms
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parameter se

(Intercept) 2.358 0.048

company -0.093 0.053

contacts 0.464 0.081

events 0.448 0.084

home 0.454 0.060

publications 0.963 0.060

services -0.099 0.055

business units 0.337 0.050

fun 0.156 0.064

Europe -0.033 0.065

North America -0.071 0.035

South America 0.305 0.037

Other continents 0.561 0.084

s.d. 1.572 0.008

skewness 0.560 0.014

Following a common strategy, we simplify the problem by considering a basis

representation:

ηi(t) =
k

∑
h=1

θihbh(t), ∀t ∈ T , (2)

where T is the subset of ℜ+ indicating time, {bh}k
h=1 is a prespecified basis,

and θ i = (θi1, . . . ,θik)
′ are visitor-specific basis coefficients. We choose a Normal

model for basis coefficients α i ∼ Nk(α,Ω), where α i provide visitor-specific co-

efficients, Ω = diag{ω1,ω2} measures visitor variability, and α are global mean

basis coefficients.

A Bayesian specification is completed with priors:

α ∼ Nk+1(α0,Σα) σ−2 ∼ G (c,d) ω−1
h ∼ G (ah,bh) for h = 1,2

where G (a,b) denotes the Gamma distribution with mean a/b and variance a/b2.

Here α0, Σα , c, d, ah, bh are prespecified hyperparameters.

Following Scarpa and Dunson (2009), we specify a model for ηi by com-

bining a parametric model with a functional Dirichlet process (FDP) through a

mixture specification. Our prior expectation is that there is a group of visitors,

the ‘target’ customers, for which time sequences can be clearly characterised by

a simple parametric model, but that there are other visitors to which this model

Table 3: Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for the skew-normal model
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Figure 5: Residuals of the skew-normal anova model
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Figure 6: Pattern of time on site of two groups for sequences of page visited
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to readers’ curiosity, such as text mining (analysis of the contents of web pages)

or social networking (analysis of the relationship arising with peer-to-peer and

network programmes – e.g. Facebook, Linkedin, etc.).
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